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Foundations strong
and so much to come
4

Welcome to the 2022 Yorton Stud brochure, which we

mating them with members of our own broodmare band and through

hope will give a flavour of some exciting times both

following their stock into the ring at public auction – we have to be

now and in the future.

commercial, but we are the only UK NH stud farm which actively
supports and purchases from breeders who use our sires.

Despite the challenges of a pandemic the passion that people have
for Jump racing goes on unabated and the appetite for young jumping

Our landlords James and Jean Potter’s wonderful, historic and unique

horses continues to thrive among all age groups and at all levels of

premises here on the border between England and Wales have now

the market.

become familiar to so many people from around Europe – they love
visiting, which gives us so much pleasure. The venue also provides
Yorton Stud with a superb location

Bloodstock sales held at Yorton
and run by Goffs UK are becoming
established.

Our

own

sale

of

yearling and two-year-old stores,
held in September for the third year
running, enjoyed record figures,

“It is our passion to continually
innovate and inspire progression
within the NH industry - it’s at
the heart of everything we do.”

from which to trade and explore
avenues within the world of Jump
racing, be it through breeding, buying,
selling or going racing.
As

with turnover in excess of £1.1

always,

I

am

extremely

appreciative of all the input I receive

million and 30 per cent gains in the
average and median prices, while December’s Goffs UK sale of young

from my partner Birte, sons Lester and Riley and our magnificent

horses-in-training – predominantly point-to-pointers – achieved

team. I am also very grateful and overwhelmed by how the NH

tremendous trade. It was a small catalogue, but a strong buying

industry has supported us in the past 12 months.

bench clearly loved the quality on offer and six horses were sold for
a six-figure sum.

We are delighted that George Stanners joined us at the start of
January. Here’s wishing you all a successful 2022.

Raw material for the NH industry can only be produced in the breeding
sheds, and our six-strong roster of Jump stallions offers something

David Futter

for every broodmare owner. Yorton supports those stallions by
yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648
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Tridynion puts focus
on young horses
6
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Plans to focus on the potential of young horses that

Tridynion has already appeared on a sales sheet having bought an

pass through Yorton has resulted in the establishment

€82,000 yearling by leading French stallion No Risk At All at Arqana in

of a new company.

November. He is a close relative of Champion Hurdle winner Epatante
(No Risk At All), having been foaled by her half-sister, the winner

Tridynion Ltd was set up in December and involves three directors,

hurdler Tante Sissi.

namely James Potter, Dave Futter and George Stanners, a trio with
considerable experience of business in general and bloodstock and

Stanners says: “That particular yearling is typical of the type of horse

racing in particular. Reflecting the number of company founders is

Tridynion will be sourcing. He is very well bred, and he will benefit

the name Tridynion, which is Welsh for three men.

hugely from time spent at Yorton, where he will receive the right
education.”

Stanners says: “Tridynion will hold a small number of selected, wellbred, good quality young Jump-bred horses who will be for sale.

The company will be taking particular interest in recruiting horses

Depending on each horse they may

by Yorton sires, but has shown it

be offered to the market as loose-

is not averse to buying stock by

schooled yearlings or two-year-

outside stallions when the right horse

olds, potentially at the developing
Yorton Sale held in September
each year and run by Goffs UK.
“Alternatively they could be sold
as three-year-old stores or after

“We will only source horses we
believe will have the potential
to be successful on the
race-course, and they will be
open to any viewing at Yorton
throughout the year.”

showing form in races.

becomes available, either privately
or in the sales ring. Breeding, raising
and producing winners is a theme at
Yorton, and the creation of Tridynion
clarifies that area of the stud’s work.
As

Futter

says:

“Making

horse

ownership accessible to everyone and
“We will only source horses we

encouraging people – be they novices

believe will have the potential to be successful on the race-course,

or familiar with the industry – to get involved and enjoy the thrill of

and they will be open to any viewing at Yorton throughout the year.”

owning a potential winner is part of Yorton’s ethos.” It is also Tridynion’s.
yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648
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Masterstroke
Type: Bay | Born 2009 | Height: 16.1HH / 1.65M

2022 Stud Fee

£3,000

Best bred son of proven
NH ‘sire of sires’ Monsun.
From the family of
Sea The Stars & Galileo.

Monsun
Konigsstuhl
Dschingis
Khan
8

Konigskronung

yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648

Mosella
Surumu

Monasia

Scan with your smart phone for full info t

“Masterstroke is one of the most exciting
young jump stallions in Europe and he
also comes from one of the best stallion
pedigrees in the stud book.”
Nick Luck

Masterstroke
standing at No.12
in the list of
Leading Young NH
Sires in Europe
2021-2022
(stallions retired
to stud from 2012
onwards) in order of
number of winners.
(EBN 11/1/22 )

“Masterstroke is a stallion we rate very highly.
We have supported him in the covering shed
and in the sales ring.”
David Minton

Conformation photo

Outstanding Progeny

Invictus Smart
realised £200,000
after winning easily on
debut in November 2021

yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648
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Turnover in excess of £1.1m would have been a dream
when the sale was created three years ago by Yorton
Farm Stud’s David Futter, but with the backing of Goffs
UK, which stages the auction, it has quickly gathered

FIGURES SOAR
AHEAD AT THIRD
YORTON SALE
By Carl Evans
European Bloodstock News
Buyers aiming to race horses in
France made their presence felt
in Mid Wales yesterday when the
innovative Yorton Sale created some
remarkable trade, writes Carl Evans.
(EBN 10/9/21)

pace. Yesterday, offering its biggest catalogue to a large
audience, it engaged full gallop when clearing 41 of
the 43 lots.
At least 14 lots will begin racing in France, but with a strong programme
for three-year-olds across the Channel, a sale dedicated to yearling
and two-year-old store horses is right up their boulevard, not least
because a number of lots had French influences in their pedigrees.
This overseas input helped the day’s figures race ahead of anything
that had been achieved since the sale was created in 2019. Turnover
achieved a mark of £1,138,000, up 84 per cent against 2020, the
average gained 30 per cent at £27,756, while the median rose 30 per
cent to finish at £26,000.
Futter said: “You cannot even dream of having a sale like this; it’s been
a lifetime’s achievement. It’s often said it’s down to teamwork, but that
is so true of this event. We’ve been a little bit down on [staff] numbers,
but everyone has pulled together to present a lovely group of young
horses. To have the support of buyers from France, Ireland and the UK
in this way has been unbelievable.

10
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“The concept is that we do a lot of the hard work to find young horses
– around 40 to 50 in total – that we believe can progress and win races
or do well in the sales ring for other people. [Yorton Stud Landlords]
James and Jean Potter put a few of their [homebred] horses in and we
create a catalogue which we believe will be attractive to buyers. People
can look us in the eye and get all the background on each lot, and it
seems to be working.
“You have to remember that the oldest stock from the first sale are
still only four-year-olds, and I’ve always said it would take five years to
prove itself, so to achieve results like this in year three is phenomenal.”
Heading trade was this son of German stallion Isfahan, who sold for
£80,000 to the team from Lew House Stables (pictured below).

NEW VENTURE TAKES TOP LOT
A new venture based in Oxfordshire left with the day’s top lot, an
£80,000 son of German stallion Isfahan (Lot 15).
Lew House Stables, a breaking yard at Bampton run by former jockey
Marcus Foley, teamed up with James Hook to secure the two-year-old
gelding after seeing off interest from underbidder Tom Malone. Foley
said: “We are running a breaking and pretraining yard, but wanted to
buy some young horses to race or sell on as stores. This one has been
bought to race – he’s strong and shouldn’t take a lot of time.”
Hook said: “The dream is to own a Cheltenham winner, and we hope this
could be the one. He will be named Chasing May, after a friend of ours,
yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648
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Charles May, who was sadly killed aged just 20 in a farm accident.”
A handsome dark bay who scored on looks, the gelding was foaled by
the Poet’s Voice mare Just For Show, whose dam, Starchy, is a fullsister to the dam of sire Dream Ahead. Futter and Richard Venn bought
the horse at Baden-Baden as a yearling for €15,000.
Foley subsequently went back to the well and paid £26,000 for
Platenium (Lot 26), a two-year-old gelding by Night Wish out of the
winning Presenting mare Bella Lawena. A ruck of black-type winners
adorned the foot of the page under third dam Park Breeze, including
her Gr.1-winning sons The Listener and Offshore Account, and the
dam of Yorkhill.
The Yorton Team - relaxing after another great sale.
Below: Henry Beeby in action on the rostrum.

The buyer said: “This one has been bought to go back to the sales as a
store. He moves correctly and has size and scope. We’ll take him home
and prep him from there. This is the first sale we’ve attended, and it
works well for us, but our plan is to visit more sales here, in Ireland and
France, to find the right horses.”
Foley subsequently bought a Pether’s Moon yearling (Lot 40) who failed
to find a buyer in the ring but was bought outside for £25,000. This one
was foaled by Cutielilou, a full-sister to the talented Cheltenian.

DE BALANDA BUYS FIVE
A lengthy bidding duel for a Pether’s Moon gelding (Lot 33) resulted in an
12
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extra-time winner for French bloodstock agent Nicky Bertran de Balanda.
His £75,000 bid fended off the team of David Minton and Alan King to
secure the two-year-old, a son of the Gr.2-winning mare Azza (Great
Pretender), who is a half-sister to David Pipe’s grand servant Vieux
Lion Rouge. The gelding was offered for sale by James and Jean Potter.
De Balanda, who bought five lots on the day for €165,000, said of
the Pether’s Moon: “He’s been bought to go to Francois Nicolle near
Royaume. He’s a good size, and while we don’t know much about the
stallion [a resident at Yorton Farm Stud] he’s had a blacktype winner
in France.”
Thwarted on this prize, King and Minton had better luck when parting
with £42,000 to gain another Pether’s Moon gelding (Lot 47), this one a

Pether’s Moon X Azza, sold for £75,000 to Nicky Bertran de Balanda
(below) for Francois Nicolle.

yearling out of Fabrika (Presenting), who is a full sister to the multiple
Listed winner Chilli Filli.
De Balanda had made an early mark when signing for a Blue Bresil filly
(Lot 2) after bringing the hammer down at £30,000. A two-year-old out
of the five-race winner Hollies Pearl and from the family of Pearlyman,
she was offered by James and Jean Potter.
De Balanda said: “I liked her physical – she’s very racy and a very good
mover in the type of the best Blue Bresil fillies. She is also going to
Francois Nicolle.”

yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648
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BRAMALL KEEPS STANNERS BUSY

Felix de Giles, who lives and rides in France and will ride this one. We’ve
not picked out a trainer yet.”

Sue Bramall, who has trained in Britain and France during a long
career, was another key buyer, securing four lots for £128,000. Now

Painting was joined at the ring by former jockey Tom Humphries, who

retired from training, but still enjoying the cut and thrust of producing

now works as an assistant to Sir Mark Prescott, but gained sales

and racing young horses, Bramall will take the quartet back to Ireland

experience with Anthony Bromley and Peter Molony. “He’s the brains,”

and then send them to France to race, explained her step-son, George

said Painting, “I’m just paying for the horse.”

Stanners. He was nothing if not busy, buying horses for his step-mother
one moment, and then taking to the auctioneers’ podium the next.
The pick on price was sold by Stanners, who handed over stepmother
telephone duties to Goffs’ representative Caroline Kenneally. Her bid
of £45,000 bought Bramall a chestnut son of Muhtathir (Lot 20) out of
Apperella. Her seven successful foals include the Gr.2 winner Project
Bluebook.

RELIABLE MAN GLOSS FOR PAINTING
A son of the French Derby winner Reliable Man (Lot 29) will be heading
to France after being knocked down to Gloucestershire builder Sam
Painting. A former amateur rider, Painting posted a bid of £36,000 to
secure the two-year-old, a son of the winning Califet mare Bejaya.
The buyer said: “He’s from a French family and looks a strong type who
will do well as a three-year-old in French races. I’m a friend of jockey

14
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Son of Muhtathir sold for £45,000 to Sue Bramall

Leighton Buildings
Home to Yorton Stud

yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648
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Gentlewave

Scan with your smart phone for full info t

Type: Bay | Born 2003 | Height: 16.1HH / 1.65M

2022 Stud Fee

£3,500

Grade 1 Sire
Proven sire of Graded performers:
Easysland, Gentlemansgame,
Barichello and Fanfaron Special.

Monsun
Konigsstuhl
Dschingis
Khan
16

Konigskronung

yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648

Mosella
Surumu

Monasia

“I’m a big supporter of Gentlewave, all the
ones I’ve had have been very lucky for me ,
especially Gentlemansgame. All the Monbeg
team look out for his stock at the sales.”
Donnchadh Doyle

Gentlemansgame
A winner by 21l eased down on
his debut under Rules in a maiden
hurdle at Cork. Also placed in two
Grade 1s.

Fanfaron
Special
Grade 3 winner and Grade 2
placed at Auteuil in 2021
over fences.

Conformation photo

Outstanding Progeny
Easysland
A winner for
J P McManus in
The Glenfarclas Cross
Country Chase at the
Cheltenham Festival,
2020, beating Tiger
Roll by 17L.

yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648
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George Stanners
Joins Yorton
Carl Evans talks to George Stanners, who has
taken an exciting new role at the stud

18
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When it came to transfers in the bloodstock market

farm owned by the Hamilton family. Billy Hamilton, who had bred and

during 2021 few were more surprising than Yorton’s

trained the outstanding chaser Earls Brig, was head of the farm and my

signing of George Stanners. Ebullient Stanners appeared

mother Julie was married to his son Neil. My father, Michael Stanners,

to be a Goffs UK man to the core, an auctioneer who

who was a sheep and cattle auctioneer, had married Sue Bramall, who

would tattoo the word ‘Doncaster’ on his buttock if it

at one time or another has trained racehorses in Britain, Ireland and

resulted in an extra bid for a vendor. Yet in November

France.

news broke that he was leaving his beloved Scotland
and heading to Mid Wales to work for Yorton. It took

“It was on a trip to Saint-Cloud with Sue to buy jumping-bred two-year-

some believing, until you remembered Dave Futter’s

old and yearling stores that my interest in bloodstock sales began. I sat

record on innovative thinking and his ability to make

in the ring, watching the horses and the selling process and thought ‘I

things happen.

fancy some of that’.
“I cannot remember watching my father

In a press release to mark the change
Stanners stressed his gratitude to all at
Goffs UK, especially group chief executive
Henry Beeby and his late father Harry
who had given him a job as a 16-year-old
school leaver. Henry Beeby recognised that
talent must stretch its wings, excellent
relations with Yorton remained unbroken,
and Stanners will continue to step onto the
Doncaster and Kildare podiums with his

“The role involves
working in a sector of
the bloodstock and
racing industries with
which I am familiar, and
will include meeting
people I have known for
many years.”

auctioneer’s gavel when available.

selling, and the auction mart where he worked
in Hawick is now a Morrisons supermarket,
yet they say he was an outstanding livestock
auctioneer. He didn’t push me into this
industry, but I had no interest in going to
university so applied for a job with Goffs
UK, which at the time was called Doncaster
Bloodstock Sales.
“Within a couple of years I was given my
first auctioneering opportunity. It was at

From birth Stanners was destined to make a career with livestock

the Spring Sale in Doncaster and I had five horses to sell for Ian

of some breed. He says: “I grew up in the Scottish borders on a big

Williams, who looked as petrified as I felt. I had auctioned at a few
yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648
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charity events with Henry Beeby, but selling racehorses at Doncaster
was a much bigger challenge. Embarrassingly I was so enthusiastic I
almost shouted at Tessa Greatrex to make another bid on a horse –
I think she’s forgiven me.”
Stanners went on to sell six-figure jumping horses at Doncaster and
other Goffs UK venues, and seven-figure Flat horses at Goffs’ sales
complex in Ireland. Of his move to Yorton and his position as bloodstock
manager, he says: “I was very happy working for Goffs, but I was also
aware that I was in my mid-30s and had been there for 17 years. It was
a case of staying put and accepting it would be my workplace in my 50s
and perhaps 60s, or accepting an exciting job offer from Yorton.”
It seems Stanners has been given an open brief, a front-of-house
role he will share with Futter and which has been created through
expansion at Yorton. Futter, his partner Birte Bauer and sons Lester
and Riley all have clearly identified positions, but Stanners can seek
out new opportunities when not required to be on hand at the stud.
He says: “The role involves working in a sector of the bloodstock and
racing industries with which I am familiar, and will include meeting
people I have known for many years, while also looking at new markets
and widening the Yorton client base. It is always a pleasure to visit stud
farms to view young stock.”
To tie in with Stanners’ appointment a new company, Tridynion Ltd, has
been set up by James and Jean Potter, the Futters and Stanners, to
source young horses from around Europe with a view to reselling them
20
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privately or at the Yorton Sale, or to put into training under the Yorton
Racing banner. Horses who have been bred at the stud, or bought as
foals and yearlings and raised there, have done well as pinhooks or
on the racecourse, and the more good results that roll in the more
trainers, bloodstock agents and owners will be setting their satnavs
for a visit to Yorton.
For now Stanners, his wife Laura and their spaniel Charlie are preparing
for a future some way from the Scottish Borders, yet in one of Britain’s
loveliest rural enclaves.

For further
insight on
Yorton’s newest
recruit, here
is some diverse
information:

Suntan, swim trunks, destination...

Greek island of Rhodes

Headphones on, tune in...

Eclectic, but anything
by Coldplay
I’ll drive a long way for...

Seafood pasta
Relaxation means...

Watching rugby union
Moment to savour...

Selling Un Temps Pour
Tout for my stepmother,
Sue Bramall, for £450,000
in 2013
yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648
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Linda’s Lad

Scan with your smart phone for full info t

Type: Bay | Born 2003 | Height: 16.1HH / 1.65M

2022 Stud Fee

£2,500

Multiple Grade 1 Sire
The best is yet to come!
100 2 and 3 Year olds coming
through in 2022.

Sadler’s Wells
Northern Dancer
Nearctic
22

Natalma

yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648

Fairy Bridge
Bold Reason

Special

“Linda’s Lad is a very good-looking sire. I have
bought several of his stock. He always produces
high performers and is a stallion we look out for.”
Harold Kirk, Bloodstock Agent

ler’s
S ad

The only multiple
Grade 1 producing

Beat Hollow
Doyen
High Chaparral
Kayf Tara
King’s Theatre
Milan
Montjeu
Old Vic
Sholokhov
Yeats

sire by the great

Sadler’s Wells
standing in the UK

Conformation photo

Well’s Roll of Hon
ou r

Outstanding Progeny

Cash Back
& Danny Mullins jump
the last to win the
Munster Hurdle,
January 2022.
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Pether’s Moon
Type: Bay | Born 2010 | Height: 16.2HH / 1.68M

2022 Stud Fee

£2,000

Producing outstanding stock
that have sold to leading NH
trainers in UK, Ireland and France.

Dylan Thomas
Danehill
Danzig
24

Razyana
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Lagrion
Diesis

Wrap It Up

Scan with your smart phone for full info t

“I’m a huge fan of Pether’s Moon, I think he stamps them, they have
a lot of quality with great minds. Certainly the two I’ve had have been
very straightforward and I think we’ve only just scratched the surface
with Pether’s Moon - there’s a lot more to come.”
Alan King at Yorton Sale 2021 after purchasing Lot 47
(Pether’s Moon Yearling) for £42,000

Lot 47 Pether’s Moon x Fabrika Yearling

3 Year Old Gelding Pether’s Moon x Karla June Realised £50,000
“Ross (Doyle) and I were delighted to buy him at the 2021
Doncaster Store Sale. He is a big chasing type with a great
attitude and mind - exactly the sort of horse we love to train. We
look forward to running him in the autumn.”
Joe Tizzard

Outstanding Progeny

Conformation photo
2YO
x Azza

Purchased for
£75,000 by
Nicky De Balanda
and in training
with Francois
Nicolle.

yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648
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Scalo

Scan with your smart phone for full info t

Type: Brown | Born 2007 | Height: 16.1HH / 1.65M

Grade 1 Sire
2022 Stud Fee

£2,000

Sire of German Derby Winner
Laccario.
A son of leading jump sire Lando.
His first British crop will be
yearlings in 2022.

Lando
Acatenango
Surumu
26

Aggravate
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Laurea
Sharpman

Licata

“We have only had two Scalos and are very impressed. They have easy
minds, are forward going and show great natural ability. I think they
will be early types. We will definitely be supporting Scalo in 2022.”
Phil Rowley - Rowley Racing

Yorton Sale graduates, now
three-year-olds and in training in France.

x Royalemixa

x Bandariva

3 year old by Scalo
out of Classic Angel
in training with
Mel Rowley.

Conformation photo

Outstanding Progeny
Laccario
Won:
Deutsches Derby, Hamburg, Gr.I (12f),
Union-Rennen, Cologne, Gr.II (11f),
Derby Trial, Dusseldorf, L. (11f)
2nd:
Joe Hirsch Turf Classic Stakes,
Belmont Park Gr.1 (12f)
Preis Deutschen Einheit,
Hoppegarten, Gr.III (10f)
3rd:
Grosser Preis von Baden,
Baden-Baden, Gr.I (12f)
yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648
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Arrigo

Scan with your smart phone for full info t

Type: Bay | Born 2008 | Height: 16.3HH / 1.70M

2022 Stud Fee

£2,000

First UK foals due in 2022

Best Performances:
WON Oppenheim-Union-Rennen, Gr.2 (1m3f)
2ND Gran Premio Jockey Club Italiano, Gr.1 (1m4f)

Shirocco
Monsun
Konigsstuhl
28

Mosella
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So Sedulous
The Minstrel

Sedulous

Adlerflug’s

The

only

son

of leading sire

SHIROCCO
standing in the UK
and Ireland

Conformation photo

Half brother Group One Winners
to Multiple
In Swoop
Champion Sire Ito

Adlerflug

Iquitos
Torquator Tasso
Lacazar

“Arrigo is one of the most exciting sires we’ve had the pleasure of standing at
Yorton. German pedigrees need no introduction and he hails from one of the very
best families. He is tall, athletic and an incredible mover - an exceptionally good
looking stallion which we encourage breeders to come and view.”
David Futter

Outstanding Progeny

Yorton Sale
2021 yearling
Lot 39 sold to
NBB Racing for
£20,000.

yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648
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The Yorton Academy
2021 another great year of winners
All of these horses have been sourced, raised and grazed
through the Yorton system and won on the track.
Madmansgame
Blue Bresil - Winner of 4yo Maiden P2P from Donnchadh Doyle in
December 2021 & subsequently realised £250,000 to Willie Mullins
Gentlemansgame
Gentlewave - Dual Grade 1 placed for Mouse Morris & Robcour
Silver Flyer
Malinas - Maiden P2P winner and 9L debut winner for
Donald McCain
Redemption Day - Yorton Sale Graduate
Blue Bresil - An impressive winner of a N.H. Flat race for Willie
Mullins at the Leopardstown Christmas Festival in December 2021
Easysland
Gentlewave - Multiple winner including the listed
Grand Steeple Chase-Cross-Country de Compiegne and The
Glenfarclas Cross Country Chase at the Cheltenham Festival,
2020, beating Tiger Roll by 17L

30
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*List
accurate as of 12th January
2022.

Yorton
Sale
Graduate

Paros - Yorton Sale Graduate
Masterstroke - 5.5L winner for Nicky Henderson in 2021
Maximilian
Adlerflug - Yorton graduate; easy winner of a maiden P2P
Go On Chez
Malinas - Three-time winner in 2021 for trainer Oliver Greenall

Yorton
Sale
Graduate

Lorason
Gentlewave - Debut winner of a 3yo Hurdle at Auteuil, France
Ibbenburen
Lord Of England - Dual winner and dual placed from 4 starts

Yorton
Sale
Graduate

Invictus Smart - Yorton Sale Graduate
Masterstroke - Impressive debut winner of 3yo Hurdle in France
for Hugo Merienne in November 2021 & subsequently realised
£200,000 to Highflyer B/S
Fifrelet
Diamond Boy - Winner of bumper & over hurdles in 2021
Inthepocket - Yorton Sale Graduate
Blue Bresil - Winner of 4yo Maiden P2P for Paul Cashman in
November 2021 & subsequently realised £290,000 to Michael Hyde

Yorton
Sale
Graduate

Chase Outlaw
Gentlewave - 5 year old maiden P2P winner for Dennis Murphy
French Dynamite
Kentucky Dynamite - Grade 2 placed & winner over hurdles &
fences in 2021
yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648 31

Master Nonantais - Yorton Sale Graduate
Masterstroke - Debut winner of a 3yo Hurdle in France in June 2021 &
placed second from only two starts to date for Francois Nicolle
Gaia Du Gouet
Saddler Maker - 5yo Maiden P2P winner & 11 length hurdle winner in
2021 from only two starts

Yorton
Sale
Graduate

Setme Straightmate
Malinas - A 12L winner of 4yo Maiden P2P for James Doyle in December
2020 & now in training with David Pipe
Kracka Nut
Blue Bresil - 4 length winner of N.H. Flat race on his only start
High Class Hero
Sulamani - 4yo Maiden P2P winner in 2021
Anneloralas - Yorton Sale Graduate
Pether’s Moon - Trained by Gabriel Leenders to win a handicap hurdle
at Auteuil in 2021
Pictures Of Home
Gentlewave - Winner over hurdles in 2021
To Be Sure
Sulamani - Winner over hurdles & fences in 2021

62% of runners sold at the first 2 Yorton Sales have won or been placed
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Success in the Ring
10 Yorton bred or sourced horses were pinhooked and sold as stores in 2021, totalling
£528,000 in price with an average of £52,800. Results include...

£26,000 into €115,000
for Paul Cashman

£30,000 into €58,000
for Peter Molony

“Yorton ranks among the best NH
breeders in the UK, Ireland & France. We have
bought many top class youngstock from the farm
both privately and at public auction.
“Most importantly they go on to be
successful for us in the sale ring and for our
clients on the racetrack.”
Hugh Bleahen
Bleahen Brothers
Bloodstock

£30,000 into €75,000
for Peter Vaughan
£20,000 into €55,000
for Will Kinsey
yortonfarm.co.uk | 01938 559648
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How to find us

yorton
TO U RS

Visitors to Yorton will always receive a warm welcome.
Yorton Stud, Poolton House, Leighton, Welshpool, Powys SY21 8HJ
Call us on: 01938 559648
Email: info@yortonfarm.co.uk

Throughout the year we
frequently open our doors to
pre-arranged visiting groups who
are keen to see what goes on at a
busy stud farm.

David Futter - Mobile: 07860 670184
George Stanners - Mobile: 07704 581700

If you would like to book a guided
tour please do get in touch.

Directions from Shrewsbury
• Follow the A5 bypass in the direction of Oswestry. You will reach a
roundabout with an exit signed to Welshpool A458.
• Take the A458 and follow for approximately 16 miles until you arrive
in Buttington.
• Opposite the Green Dragon Pub in Buttington turn left onto B4388
(signed to Leighton).
• Follow the B4388 for approx. 3 miles. After Leighton School you
will see some iron railings on the left and then a Yorton Farm Stud sign
on the next left turn.
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